8th Sept 2010
GillmoreSPACE Showcases New Ranges at Decorex International 2010
British furniture designer, GillmoreSPACE will be introducing three exciting new product ranges at
Decorex International, Royal Hospital, Chelsea, London on the 26 – 29th September 2010 –
Cordoba, Glacier and Gerrit. These eclectic and vibrant designs use a variety of contrasting
materials and finishes to meet the practical needs of contemporary living without bypassing the
individual’s desire to add something personal.
Cordoba
Dark, sensual and luxurious, Cordoba is made using a superior wenge stained wood veneer and
offers a wide range of designs, including chairs, tables and storage solutions for modern living,
dining and sleeping.
Glacier
Graphic lines and modulating layers give Glacier its cutting edge, yet unobtrusive, appeal
through its striking handle designs. Architectural qualities allow light and shade to play gracefully
off the contrasting surface textures of gloss white lacquer and matt oak veneer.
The range began as a series of paper models, playing with cuts and folds to create a series of
simple modulated surfaces which played with the concept of shadow as the surfaces move
forward and back. Placing a handle where these modulating surfaces meet, became both the
functional and decorative signature for the Glacier range.

Gerrit
Bold angular structures playfully create a simple and functional series of glass based tables and
mirrors. Available in walnut or matt white lacquer, the Gerrit collection is both quirky and
engaging – a true quality of British design.
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Charles Gillmore 2010, founder of GillmoreSPACE and designer of the Gerrit range explains: “ This
was an exercise in creating practical designs with depth and personality from simple panel
materials without surface detail. Starting life as a coffee table Gerrit quickly evolved into a
family of products; a desk being the most recent addition.”
GillmoreSPACE will be exhibiting at Stand E162, Decorex International 2010, Royal Hospital
Chelsea, London, SW3 4SR, www.decorex.com. GillmoreSPACE products are available online at
www.gillmorespace.com.
-EndsEditor’s Notes
Charles Gillmore founded GillmoreSPACE in 2001 with the objective to create a British
contemporary furniture brand that was exclusive in terms of design but inclusive in terms of price.
GillmoreSPACE provide furniture design solutions for beds, mirrors, storage, tables and seating.
Over the past decade GillmoreSPACE has established a strong reputation as a leading supplier
to the interior design industry with its products frequently used by trade professionals to furnish
show homes, high end investment properties, boutique hotels and even movie sets.
For further information:
For all press enquiries and further information about GillmoreSPACE, please contact Sally Bowles
or Hetty Malcolm-Smith at Thinc PR on: 020 7801 6255 or email: sally@thincpr.com or
hetty@thincpr.com
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